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ABSTRACT. A systematic approach is developed for enumerating congru-

ence classes of 2-cell imbeddings of connected graphs on closed orientable

2-manifolds. The method is applied to the wheel graphs and to the complete

graphs. Congruence class genus polynomials and congruence class imbedding

polynomials are introduced, to summarize important information refining the

enumeration.

1. Introduction. An imbedding of a graph G into a closed orientable 2-manifold

S is a homeomorphism i: G —► S of G (as a one-dimensional simplicial complex in

R3) into S. If every component of S — i(G) is a 2-cell, then i is said to be a 2-ce//

imbedding. (This requires that G be connected.) If we fix an orientation on S (say

clockwise), then i is an oriented imbedding.

Gross and Fürst [3] have issued a call-to-arms on enumerative methods in topo-

logical graph theory, and this paper is in response to that call. We wish to count

equivalence classes of 2-cell imbeddings under a natural equivalence relation which

regards as identical two imbeddings which "look alike." To this end, the oriented

imbeddings i: G —> S and j: G —► S are said to be congruent if there exists an

isomorphism of the labeled image graphs i(G) and j(G) that can be extended to

an orientation-preserving autohomeomorphism of the surface S. The equivalence

classes this gives rise to are more readily enumerated in their guise as algebraic

equivalence classes of graph rotations, and this is the approach we take here.

Let G be a connected graph, with vertex set V(G) and edge set E(G). The

set of neighbors of v G V(G) is given by N(v) = {u G V(G)|ui; G E(G)}. A

rotation at v is a. cyclic permutation pv:N(v) —* N(v), and a set p = {pv}vev(G) 1S

called a rotation on G. A map is a pair M — (G,p), and it is well known (see, for

example, Chapter 6 of [5]) that M determines a 2-cell imbedding i:G —» Sk into a

closed orientable 2-manifold Sk of genus k, where k is readily determined from p;

conversely, every such imbedding of G has a corresponding p associated with it.

Form the set R(G) of all rotations of G; it is easy to see that |i?(G)|

= Ylvev(G)(d(v) ~ 1)!) where d(v) is the degree of vertex v.  Some pairs of these
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(a)

Figure 1

(b)

rotations give rise to maps (that is, 2-cell imbeddings) which are clearly different:

perhaps the genera differ, or the sizes of the regions differ where the genera agree.

Other differences may be more subtle. Or perhaps the two maps are essentially

alike: one is merely a relabelling of the other. The equivalence relation on R(G)

which makes this distinction is defined as follows. Two rotations p,a G R(G) are

equivalent if there is an automorphism a G AutG so that apva~l = aa(v), for all

v G V(G); the common domain for these two permutations is a(N(v)) = N(a(v)).

(This familiar variety of algebraic equivalence was previously studied for graph

rotations by Biggs [1]; see also Chapter 5 of Biggs and White [2].) Then a map

automorphism for M = (G, p) is a graph automorphism for G giving p equivalent

to itself, and AutM = Aut(G,p) = {a G AutG\apva~1 = parv), Vw G V(G)}.

We observe that such an a preserves adjacency (as a graph automorphism) and

oriented region boundaries (as a map automorphism).

Our task is to count the set of equivalence classes of rotations for G; that is,

the set C(G) of congruence classes of imbeddings of G. (Thus, the equivalence of

two rotations for G induces a congruence between the corresponding imbeddings

for which the isomorphism of labelled image graphs preserves labels and the au-

tohomeomorphism of the ambient surface is orientation preserving.) To apply the

permutation group theory of the next section, we regard AutG as acting on R(G)

as follows: let p = {pv}vev(G) S R(G), and a G AutG; then

a(p) = {apva~ }v&v(G) = Wa(v)}vev(G) = Wv}vev{G),

for some a G R(G).

For example, if M is the map (K4,p) of Figure la (pi = (2,3,4); p2 = (1,4,3);

p3 = (1,2,4); p4 = (1,3,2)) and if we take a = (1,2) G AutÄ"4, then a(p) =

{aua2,az,a4}, where <r, = (2,4,3), a2 = (1,3,4), a3 = (1,4,2), cr4 = (1,2,3).

The resulting map (K4,a) see Figure lb is the "mirror image" of (K4,p), and

the two maps are equivalent (and the corresponding imbeddings are congruent)

under a.

2.   The basic tool.  As indicated above, we let AutG act on the set R(G) of

rotations for G. Fix p G /2(G), and let M — (G, p).

THEOREM    l.   The number of rotations of G  equivalent to p is the index

[AutG : AutM].
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PROOF. It is well known (see Chapter 1 of [2], for example) that the size of

the orbit of an object under the action of a permutation group is the index, in the

group, of the stabilizer of the object.    D

THEOREM 2. The number of equivalence classes of maps M = (G,p) having G

as the underlying graph is

\C(G)\ =
1

AutGI
£    \F(a)\,

aeAutG

where F(a) = {p G /2(G) | a(p) = p} is the fixed set of a.

PROOF. This is just Burnside's Lemma for the present context. D

We illustrate these two theorems for G = K4 (continuing the example of the pre-

vious section; in fact, we sustain this example throughout this paper. The calcula-

tions and the figures below also appear in [2]). We first observe that \R(K4)\ = 24 —

16. For M = (K4,p) as given in Figure la, we find Aut M = A4. Since Aut K4 — S4

(the symmetric group of degree four), there are by Theorem 1 [S4 : A4] = 2 maps

in this congruence class. The other one is the "mirror image", as shown in Figure

lb.

9-

Figure 2

To classify all sixteen rotations for K4 we note that |.F(a)| is constant on each

conjugacy class of S4\ we obtain, by ad hoc methods for the time being, Table 1.

(Powerful general methods appear in §3.)

TABLE 1

(123) (12)(34)
3
4

(1234)
6
2

Class representative (a):     e     (12)

Number in class: 1       6

\F(a)\: 16      0

By Theorem 2 there are (16 + 0 + 32 + 12 + 12)/24 = 3 congruence classes of

maps. One of these is spherical, as already noted (Figure 1); the other two are

toroidal see Figure 2. In Figure 2a the torus is divided into a square and an

octagon, with AutM = Z4; thus there are 24/4 = 6 maps in this class. Figure 2b

divides the torus into a triangle and a nonagon, with AutM = Z3\ thus there are

24/3 = 8 maps in this class.
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Looking at Table 1, we observe the following:

(i) If an automorphism of K4 fixes more than one vertex, then it fixes no rotations

unless it is the identity—in which case it fixes them all.

(ii) Each graph automorphism which fixes at least one rotation either has all

cycles or all but one of uniform length, and in the latter case the exception is a

singleton (corresponding to the fixed vertex).

These two properties generalize, as we establish in the next section.

3. Main results. The determination of |G(G)| using Theorem 2 is greatly

simplified with the following observations. First, we need not consider each per-

mutation in AutG individually, since |.F(£*)| is constant on every conjugacy class,

and in many cases is in fact zero. Second, the value of |F(a)| is readily computable

from the cycle type of the permutation a. These observations are formalized in the

theorems below.

THEOREM 3. If a G AutG fixes two adjacent vertices, then either a is the

identity permutation or \F(a)\ = 0.

PROOF. This is Lemma 5.2.5 of [2].    D

For a G Aut G and v G V(G) define the fixed set at v to be the set of rotations

at v fixed by a under conjugation (the set may be empty). Denote the set by

Fv(a). In the disjoint cycle representation of a, let l(v) be the length of the cycle

containing v; i.e. l(v) is the cardinality of the orbit of v under the action of (a) on

V(G).

THEOREM 4. If a G AutG, then \F(a)\ = YlveS \Fv(a'(v))\, where the product
extends over a complete set S of orbit representatives for (a) acting on V(G).

Proof.

pGF(a)    if and only if   apva~l = patv)    Vt> G V(G),

if and only if   akpva~k — pak(v)    Vv G V(G) and Vfc G TV.

Thus, the rotation at v determines the rotation at each vertex in the orbit of v

under a. Moreover, when k = l(v) we have al^v'pva~l<<v> = pv, which implies

Pv G Fv(a1^). Hence, if S is a complete set of orbit representatives, the rotations

on G fixed by a are found by choosing pv in Fv(a1^) for each v G S. The rotations

at the other vertices are then determined by pa*(v) = akpva~k. Since the choices

on the orbits are independent the result follows.    D

To illustrate, consider the automorphism a = (12)(34) of K4. Choose S = {1,3}

as the set of orbit representatives. Each orbit has length 2, so that |.Fi (a^1))! =

|Fi(a2)| = |Fi (identity)| = 2, since there are two possible rotations at 1, both fixed

by the identity under conjugation. (Each of these forces the rotation of 2.) The

same result follows for 3 and we have l-FXa)! = 2 • 2 = 4 as indicated in Table 1.

In the above example it happened that a1^ was the identity, so that Fv(a1^)

contained all the rotations at v. Although it cannot be expected that this is always

the case, the next theorem shows that it is nevertheless not too difficult to deter-

mine \Fv(al^)\ in general. In fact, the value is zero unless the permutation a1^

partitions the set of neighbors of v into orbits having the same length.

In what follows, the cycle type of a permutation of an n-set is the n-tuple whose

fcth entry is the number of fc-cycles present in the disjoint cycle representation of
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the permutation. If 7 is the permutation, we write j(^) for the n-tuple and jk

for the fcth entry. As usual, cb represents the Euler function and N(v) the set of

neighbors of the vertex v. Then a1^ | ^(u) is the restriction of a1^ to the set of

neighbors of v, and we let n = |/V(t>)|.

Theorem 5.

(f>(d)(n/d-l)\dn'd-1

\Fv(a
l(v), ifj(al{v) I N(v)) = (0,.. .,0,jd = n/d,0,... ,0),

0   otherwise.

PROOF. To facilitate the proof let X be N(v): n — \X\, and 7 the restriction of

a1^ to N(v). Since a member of Fv(a1^) isa cyclic permutation of the neighbors

of v fixed by a1^ under conjugation, we want to determine those cyclic permuta-

tions of X fixed by 7 under conjugation. If p is an n-cycle such that 7P7_1 = p,

then 7 commutes with all powers of p. Let (2:12:2 • ■ • xn) be the cycle representation

of p and let Xk+i be the image of x\ under 7. Then

7(xi+i) = V(xi) = p*7(zi) = P!(zfc+i) = Plpk(xi) = Pkpl(x1) = pk(xl+l),

i = 0,1,..., n — 1, so that 7 = pk. Since the fcth power of an n-cycle has cycle type

(0,... ,0,jd = n/d,0,...,0) where d = n/gcd(fc, n), 7 must have this cycle type,

else it fixes no n-cycle under conjugation.

To determine the number of n-cycles fixed by a permutation of the above type,

let J be the set of n\/(dnfd(n/d)\) permutations of X with cycle type (0,..., 0, j¿ —

n/d, 0,..., 0) and G the set of (n — 1)! cyclic permutations of X. For each 7 G J,

let C1 denote those members of G fixed by 7 under conjugation and note that

no element of J is distinguished over any other, so that each C1 has the same

cardinality, the number desired. Denote this common value by c; then

J2\G,\=c-\J\.

It will be shown that each n-cycle of G is fixed under conjugation by precisely cf>(d)

members of J, and hence

£ 10,1 = <p(d) ■ \C\,

in which case
d>(d)-\C\ (p(d)(n-iy.

\J\ n\/(dnld(n/d)\y

which simplifies to the desired result. To this end recall that 7 in J fixes p in G

implies 7 is a fcth power of p, where fc satisfies gcd(fc, n) = n/d (and clearly, these

powers of p fix p under conjugation). Thus, we need to determine the number of

integers fc such that gcd(fc, n) = n/d where 1 < fc < n. The solutions are given by

k = m ■ (n/d) where m and d are relatively prime and 1 < m < d. Thus, there are

(j>(d) solutions.    D

Returning to the example, consider the automorphism a = (123)(4) of K4.

Choose S = {1,4} as the set of orbit representatives. Let e be the identity of S4;

then by Theorem 4 we have

|F(o)| = IFUov3)! ■ l/^«1)! = \Fi\e)\ ■ \F4(a)\ = 2\F4(a)\.
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Since a'(4) | Nrv) — (123) has cycle type (0,0, j3 = 3/3), we have by Theorem 5 that

\F4(a)\ = 0(3)(3/3 - ly.^3'1 = 2.

Hence, |F(a)| = 2 • 2 = 4, as shown in Table 1.

4. Applications of the general theory. To illustrate the use of these results,

we first consider that class of graphs known as wheels. A wheel onn+1 vertices,

Wn+i, consists of an n-cycle of vertices, each joined to a central vertex. If n > 4,

then Aut Wn+i is the dihedral group Dn of order 2n.

Let v be the central vertex of Wn+i, n > 4, and a G AutWn+i. Then l(v) =

1, and by Theorem 5 we have that |Z7^(or2)| ^ 0 if and only if y(a|jv(u)) =

(0,...,0,jd = \N(v)\/d,0,...,0), for some divisor d of \N(v)\. Since \N(v)\ = n, it

follows from the above and Theorem 5 that

\Fv(a)\ = cj>(d) ■ ((n/d) - ly.d^-1

if j(a) = (1,0,... ,0,jd = n/d,0,... ,0), and is zero otherwise. If u is any other

vertex, then l(u) = d, so that |Fu(ad)| = |Fu(e)|. Since the identity permutation

fixes all of the (degree(w) — 1)! rotations at u and the degree of u is 3, we have

\Fu(al^)\ = 2. Thus [/^(a)! ^ 0 if and only if a has the above cycle type, in which

case, by Theorem 4,

|F(a)| = 2n/d<f>(d)((n/d) - l)!«/"^"1.

The number of permutations in Aut Wn+\ (n > 4) with cycle type (1,0,..., 0, jd

= n/d, 0,..., 0) is <¡>(d) if d is not 2 (corresponding to the rotations of a regular n-

gon) and 1 +n/2 if d equals 2 with n even (the 180° rotation and the n/2 reflections

of a regular n-gon leaving no vertex fixed). Thus, we have the following result, by

Theorem 2:

Theorem 6. For n > 4,

1   «-« ,», «   „„/w/n

\C(Wn+l)\ = I
2"d|n

Y,4>2(d)-2n/d(--l)\dn/d-\        n odd;
d\n \d J

i- £ (¡>2(d) ■ 2nld(-A - l)\dn/d-1 + 2"-3 (j - l\l
2n d\n \" / V2 /

n even.
d\n

In Table 2, we give the first few values, for this counting function.

TABLE 2

n 4      5       6 7 8 9

|C(Wn+i)|    16    80    666    6,588    80,886    1,146,916

Now consider the complete graph on n vertices, Kn. The automorphism group

of Kn is the full symmetric group Sn.  Since any two distinct vertices of Kn are

adjacent, it follows from Theorem 3 that only those automorphisms which fix 0,1,

or all of the vertices need to be considered.

If a fixes none of the vertices, then l(v) > 2 for each vertex v, and by Theorem

4 |F(a)| / 0 if and only if \Fv(al^)\ ± 0, for all v G V(Kn), if and only if

J((*l{v) I N(v)) = (0,... ,0,jk = |/v»|/fc,0,... ,0), for all v G V(Kn)-by Theorem

5, and where fc depends on v. Since |/V(u)| = n — 1 and a"v' |jv(t>) must fix at

least one vertex (those in the orbit of v under a), it follows that fc = 1 and, thus,
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a1^ is the identity permutation on N(v) for each vertex v. This is only possible if

j(a) = (0,..., 0, jd = n/d, 0,..., 0) for some divisor d of n, in which case

\Fv(al^)\ = \Fv(e)\ = (degree(t;) - 1)! = (n - 2)!,

and |.F(ü:)| = (n — 2)!™/d. The number of nonidentity permutations in Sn with this

cycle type is n\/(dn/d(n/d)\), for each divisor d of n. The contribution to |G(/i"„)|

made by all such permutation is

1 V_-_(n - 2Vn/d
n\Z^dn/d(n/dy} >■     ■

d\n K   '    '
d*l

Since the identity permutation fixes all (n — 2)!n rotations, the above sum can be

extended to include d = 1. It remains to determine the contribution from those

automorphisms which fix exactly one vertex.

If a fixes exactly one vertex, say v, then by Theorem 4 j^(or) | ^ 0 implies

|F„(a)| t¿ Oif and only if j(a\ Niv)) = (0,...,0,jd = (n-l)/d, 0, ...,0) if and only

if j(a) = (1,0,..., 0,jd — (n — l)/d, 0,..., 0) for some divisor d of n — 1. If this is

the case, we have, from Theorem 5, that

\Fv(a)\ = d>(d)((n - l)fd - l)!^"-1^-1.

If u is any vertex other than v, then

\Fu(al^)\ = \Fu(ad)\ = \Fu(e)\ = (n-2)\,

and it follows that

\F(a)\ = (n- 2)!("-1)/<V(d)((n - l)/d - l)!^"-1^-1,

provided a has the above cycle type. The number of automorphisms of this type

in Sn is n\/(d^n~l^d((n — l)/d)\, for each divisor d of n - 1. The contribution to

|G(/in)| made by all those permutations which fix exactly one vertex is then

_L   V    _-_in    2Y(n-1)/dá(d) (n~1     \\ ufn-íi/é-i

d\(n — 1)
d#i

Performing a few simplifications, we present the following counting theorem

Theorem 7.

\riK M-sr(n-2yn/d ,   v* m(n-2yS"-v/d
\c(Kn)\-^   /d       + 2^ ^n       • D

d\n y    t    I d\(n-\)
<¿5¿1

In Table 3, we give the first few values of this function.

Table 3

n 2    3    4     5 6 7

\C(Kn)\    1    1    3    78    265,764    71,095,150,000

5. Asymptotic results. We note that the numbers given in the previous

section grow large quickly. In this section we see just how quickly by giving the

asymptotic results.
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Theorem 8.

PROOF. Clearly

Lim

lim

\C(Kn)

%- 2)!n/n!

\C(Kn)\

= 1.

>1,

as the first term of \C(Kn)

calculate

n—oo (n - 2)\n/n\

corresponding to d = 1, is just (n — 2)!"/n!. Thus we

\C(Kn)
lim   ,

n^oo (n-2)!"/n!

/
n!

lim   ,
n^oo (n - 2)!n

(

\

Eili
dn

d\n

2)!\n/d

/d(n/d)\ E
4>(d)(n-2ySn-2^d

\

d|(n-l)
d#l ;

lim
n—t-oo

i+E
V

d|n

n(n-l)(n-2)!("+d)/d

d"/d(n/d)!(n-2)!"
+ E

d|(n-l)
d#l

n«/>(d)(n-2)! |(n+d-l)/d

(n-2)!"

;

Now ^2d\n ^id) — m f°r every positive integer m (see Rosen [4], for example); thus

we can estimate

\G(Kn)\     „,  ,   ls_   /      n(n-l)! n(n - 1)
lim < 1 + lim +

n-oo ^n- 2)!B/n! ~ * ' «-oo ^2(n - 2)K"-2)/2      (n - 2)!(n~1)/2/

In both fractions the denominators will clearly dominate, and the result fol-

lows.    O

COROLLARY 9.   Asymptotically, \C(Kn)

A similar analysis establishes

Theorem 10.

|Ä(Äw)|/|AutÄW|.   d

Lim
|G(r7n +ij = 1. D

□

n^oo2n(n- l)!/2n

COROLLARY 11.   Asymptotically,

\C(Wn+1)\ = \R(Wn+1)\/\AutWn+l\

6. Problems. The noteworthy feature about the results of the last section is

that we need only consider the identity automorphism to get a fairly good idea of the

number of congruence classes, for n large, if we are considering Kn or Wn+\. Other

families of graphs may not behave this way, as the n-cycles Cn readily demonstrate

(\R(Cn)\ = 1, | AutCn| = 2n, |C(C„)1 = 1).
This suggests the problem of characterizing those classes of graphs Gn of order

n having the property that, for n sufficiently large, |C(G„)| ss |/2(Gra)|/| AutG„|.

Finally, we propose the following enumerating polynomials for further study.

(See Gross and Fürst [6], where the corresponding polynomials </[G](a;) and î[G](zj)

prior to the application of the equivalence relation under study here are introduced.)

The congruence class genus polynomial for a connected graph G, denoted Cg[G](x),
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counts the number of congruence classes of 2-cell imbeddings on each orientable

surface: the coefficient of xk gives this number for the surface of genus fc. For

example:

g[K4](x) = 2 + 142:;

Cg[K4](x) = l + 2x;

g[K5](x) = 462x + 4974x2 + 2340x3;

Cg[K5](x) =9x + 45x2 + 2Ax3.

The coefficients of the congruence class imbedding polynomial give the number of

congruence classes for maps having a given region distribution. For a given graph

G, we denote this by Ci[G](zj). The exponent on variable Zj gives the number of

regions of the imbedding bounded by j edges. We have no sophisticated method of

computing these coefficients. However, for example, hand and computer analyses

yield:

i[K4](Zj) = 2z\ + 823Z9 + 6242s,

Ci[K4](z3) = z\ + Z3Z9 + Z4ZS,

i[K5](z3) = I5OZ328 + 120zlz4z7 + 120z%z4z6 + 60zlz4z5 + 12z\

+ 960^2i4 + 9602324213 + 24023252,2 + 240z3z6zu

+ 3602327210 + 720232829 + 240zjz12 + 120z4z5zn

+ 420z4zeZio + 36O242729 + 6O242I + 2\z\z\ç,

+ 120z5Z6Zg + 12025 27 28 + 302^28 + 2340220,

Ci[Kb](zj) = 32328 + z\z4z7 + 2zlzjz6 + z\z4z\ + 2z\

+ 823214 + 82324213 + 223252i2 + 223262n

+ 323272io + 6232829 + 22^212 + Z4Z5Zn

+ 4z4ZqZ\o + 3242729 + 2242g + 252io

+ Z5Z6Zç, + Z5Z7ZS + zlz& + 24220-

To aid in the interpretation of these polynomials, we continue with the K4 ex-

ample. From G[/Í4](2;) = 2 + lAx, we see that two of the sixteen rotations for K4

are spherical; the other fourteen are toroidal. From Cg[K4](x) — 1 + 2x, we see

that the two spherical rotations form a single congruence class, while the fourteen

toroidal rotations split into two classes. From i[K4](z3) = 2z\ + 8z3zg + 6242s,

we find that the two spherical rotations are both triangulations, while the fourteen

toroidal rotations split into eight imbeddings having one triangle and one nonagon

each, and six imbeddings having one quadrilateral and one octagon each. From

Ci[K4](zj) = 23 + 232g + 2428, we see that these three region distributions deter-

mine one congruence class each.

In general, we note that g[G](l) = i[G](l, 1,..., 1) = \R(G)\, and that Gi?[G](l)

= Gi[G](l, 1,..., 1) = |G(G)|. Here, we check that \R(K4)\ = 16, \C(K4)\ = 3. We

also verify that \R(K5)\ = 7776, \G(K5)\ = 78.
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